
TOLIMOJO ŠAUDYMO
VARŽYBOS

F-CLASS “VOLLIT – 1
SHOT 2023“

 VENUE OF THE COMPETITION: Gaižiūnai Polygon, Rukla, Jonava District, LT. Coordinates: 55.033792,
24.382686

 COMPETITION DATE AND TIME: 29th of April 2023, at 9:30 a.m.
 OPENING OF THE COMPETITION: 29th of April 2023, at 9:30 a.m.
 WEIGHING AND SIGNING IN THE SAFE BEHAVIOR LOG IN THE SHOOTING RANGE: 8.00-9.00

a.m.
 REGISTRATION AND INFORMATION FOR PARTICIPANTS: pre-registration until 3:00 p.m. 21st of

April 2023. online at www.vollit.lt
Competitions will be held in SNIPER, SNIPER OPEN, F/TR, F/OPEN shooting classes.

 TRAINING: all participants registered for the competition can register for training that will take place on 23rd of
April from 12:30 to 17:00. You must arrange training time in advance and can choose from the following:

Shift times: 12:30 p.m. Renginiai for 2023-03-01 – Asociacija "1 Šūvis" (1shot.lt)
2:00 p.m. Renginiai for 2023-03-01 – Asociacija "1 Šūvis" (1shot.lt)
3:30 p.m. Renginiai for 2023-03-01 – Asociacija "1 Šūvis" (1shot.lt)

Information tel. +370 652 43634 (Andrius). A fee of 30 euros is paid on the spot (Targets included. Non-
competitive targets). Training takes 90 minutes. for all distances.
During the training, the participants will have the opportunity to measure the initial speed of the bullet.

 STARTING FEE: 60 euros + 30 euros for those participating in the 1000 m event, 100 euros for those
participating in two events.

Registration and payment. At the time of payment, provide (name, surname and selected matches data to the
registration form).

 SHOOTING ORDER: the firing order is determined by lot for the entire course of the competition, i.e.
the designated shooting position number does not change for all shooting distances.

 Shooting distances:
 CLASSIC RACE 300 m, 600 m, 800 m;
 PROMATCH 1000 m
 Targets. Targets are divided into point zones from 10 to 5 (ten is zone X) Sample targets are shown with box X

with dimensions are: 300m target - 1 inch (2.54 cm)
target, 600m target - 2 inches. The full size of the targets: 30x30 cm for the 300m target, 60x60 cm for the
600 m target, 120x120 cm for the 800 m target and 150x150 cm for the 1000 m target. All shots outside zone
5 are treated as 0.

https://www.vollit.lt/varzybos/
https://www.1shot.lt/events/f-class-varzybu-treniruote/
https://www.1shot.lt/events/749/
https://www.1shot.lt/events/tolimojo-saudymo-varzybos-f-class-treniruote/
https://www.vollit.lt/kategorija/saudymo-rungtys/?orderby=price


SHOOTING PROCESS:

 SNIPER, SNIPER OPEN: 10 shots in 10 minutes.

 F/TR and F/OPEN: 3 test shots and 10 test shots.

 F/TR PRO AND F/OPEN PRO: 3 test and 10 test shots

 10 shooters shoot simultaneously in a shift.

Note: The center of the targets will be blue instead of black.

SHOOTING CLASSES:

SNIPER

 SHOOTING POSITION: prone with the possibility of using one or two supports not connected to each
other: Front - shooting legs, in the back part a bag. The length of the support that rests on the weapon cannot be
longer than 20 cm in the front part and 15 cm in the back part. No part of the rifle can touch the ground unless it
is a monopod mounted on a stock and used instead of a shooting bag. The shooter's shoulder must touch the butt
rest of the rifle. It is forbidden to shoot in the "free recoil" position.

 Weapon: carbine 223 Rem or 308 Win, caliber. The total weight of the weapon (with legs and other
accessories attached to the weapon) cannot exceed 8.25 kg. The weapon is loaded with single cartridges (the
magazine can be loaded, but the weapon is loaded with only one cartridge at a time). The weapon can be
equipped with a recoil compensator.

SNIPER OPEN

 SHOOTING POSITION: prone with the possibility of using one or two supports not connected to each
other: Front - shooting legs, stand or bag, in the back part a bag. The length of the support that rests on the
weapon cannot be longer than 20 cm in the front part and 15 cm in the back part. No part of the rifle can touch the
ground unless it is a monopod mounted on a stock and used instead of a shooting bag. The shooter's shoulder
must touch the butt rest of the rifle. It is forbidden to shoot in the "free recoil" position.

 Weapon: caliber not larger than 8.6mm (.338 Lapua Magnum is allowed) total weapon weight cannot
exceed 10 kg. The weapon is loaded with single cartridges (the magazine can be loaded, but the weapon is loaded
only one cartridge at a time). The weapon can be equipped with a recoil compensator.



F/TR
 SHOOTING POSITION: prone with the possibility of using one or two non-connected supports:

Front - shooting legs, in the back part a bag. The length of the support that rests on the weapon is no longer than
20 cm in the front part and 15 cm in the back part. The shooter's shoulder must touch the butt rest of the rifle.
It is forbidden to shoot in the "free recoil" position.

 Weapon: carbine 223 Rem or 308 Win, caliber. The total weight of the weapon (with legs and other
accessories attached to the weapon) cannot exceed 8.25 kg. The weapon is loaded with single cartridges (the
magazine can be loaded, but the weapon is loaded only one cartridge at a time). The weapon can be equipped
with a recoil compensator.

F/OPEN
 SHOOTING POSITION: prone with the possibility of using one or two non-connected supports:

Front - shooting legs, stand or bag, in the back part bag. The length of the support that rests on the weapon is no
longer than 20 cm in the front part and 15 cm in the back part. The shooter's shoulder must touch the butt rest of
the rifle. It is forbidden to shoot in the "free recoil" position.

 Weapon: a carbine with a caliber not exceeding 8.6 mm, the total weight of which with an optical sight does
not exceed 10 kg. The weapon is loaded with single cartridges (the magazine can be loaded, but the weapon is
loaded only one cartridge at a time). The weapon can be equipped with a recoil compensator.

FIRING PROCEDURE: SNIPER, SNIPER OPEN - no test shots:

 300 meters, 600 meters and 800 meters distances are shot from the shooter's asigned shooting position without
leaving it.

 The competitor has 4 minutes to take the shooting position and set up the weapon after the judge's preliminary
command "Weapons may be removed".

 After the judge's command "Load, fire", the shooter has 25 minutes to complete 10 qualifying shots per target
at targets located at 300 m, 600 m. and at a distance of 800 m. A total of 30 shots.

 In the position, the shooter can have only the required amount of ammunition - 30 units in total.
 The shooter must notify the referee by raising his hand about the unfired round. The weapon bolt is only

opened when the referee approaches the weapon. In the event of a defective cartridge, the referee may award the
shooter one additional cartridge.

 Prior to the referee's command "STOP to cease fire" or the sound signal, the shooter may start gathering
things and prepare to leave the shooting position only after receiving the referee's permission.

 After the referee's command "STOP cease fire" or the sound signal, no more shots can be fired. Weapons
may be holstered only after the judges have checked that the bolts are open and the safety flags are inserted into
the chamber.

FIRING PROCEDURE: F/TR and F/OPEN:

 300 meters, 600 meters, and 800 meters, distances are shot from the shooter's asigned shooting position
without leaving it.

 The competitor has 4 minutes to take the shooting position and set up the weapon after the judge's
preliminary command "Weapons may be removed".

 After the judge's command "Fire, fire" to 300 m. target, the shooter has 3 minutes to make 3 test shots.
 After the judge's command "STOP, cease fire, stand back from weapons" or the sound signal, the

shooters stand and stand back from their weapons until the test shots are marked.
 After the judge's command "It is possible to return to the shooting position", the shooter has 2 minutes

for corrections.
 After the judge's command "Load, fire" or the sound signal, the 300-m time trial begins. series. The shooter

has 8 minutes to complete 10 qualifying shots.
 After the judge's command "STOP, cease fire" or the sound signal, the shooter has 2 minutes to make

corrections before the judge's command to make 3 test shots at the next (600 m) target.
 Further order of shooting of qualifying shots for 600 m. target and test and test shots to 800 m. target is

analogous to that described above.
 In the shooting position, the shooter can have only the necessary amount of ammunition (39 pcs. in total - 9

pcs. for test shots and 30 pcs. for the test shots).



 The shooter must notify the referee by raising his hand about the unfired round. The weapon lock is only
opened when the referee approaches the weapon. In the event of a defective cartridge, the referee may award
the shooter one additional cartridge.

 Prior to the referee's command "STOP to cease fire" or the sound signal, the shooter may start gathering
things and prepare to leave the shooting position only after receiving the referee's permission.

 After the referee's command "STOP cease fire" or the sound signal, no more shots can be fired. Weapons
can be placed in cases only after the judges have checked that the bolts are open and the security flags are in
place.

SHOOTING PROCEDURE: F/TR PRO and F/OPEN PRO

 Shooting 1000 m. distance from the shooter's asigned firing position without leaving it.
 The competitor has 4 minutes to take the shooting position and set up the weapon after the judge's

preliminary command "Weapons may be removed".
 After the judge's command "Fire, fire" to 1000 m. target, the shooter has 3 minutes to make 3 test shots.
 After the judge's command "STOP, cease fire, stand back from weapons" or the sound signal, the

shooters stand and stand back from their weapons until the test shots are marked.
 Judges patch up the punctures.
 After the judge's command "It is possible to return to the shooting position", the shooter has 2 minutes

for corrections.
 After the judge's command "Fire, load" or the sound signal, the 1000 m counting starts. series. The shooter

has 10 minutes to complete 10 qualifying shots.
 In the shooting position, the shooter can have only the necessary amount of ammunition (13 pcs. in total - 3

pcs. for test shots and 10 pcs. for test shots).
 The shooter must notify the referee by raising his hand about the unfired round. The weapon lock is only

opened when the referee approaches the weapon. In the event of a defective cartridge, the referee may award
the shooter one additional cartridge.

 Prior to the referee's command "STOP to cease fire" or the sound signal, the shooter may start gathering
things and prepare to leave the shooting position only after receiving the referee's permission.

 After the referee's command "STOP cease fire" or the sound signal, no more shots can be fired. Weapons
may be holstered only after the judges have checked that the bolts are open and the safety flags are in place.

ASSESSMENT OF RESULTS: SNIPER, SNIPER OPEN, F/TR , F/OPEN, F/TR PRO and F/OPEN PRO

 At each shooting distance, the sum of 10 qualifying shots is added up. The shooters with the most points are
the winners. In the event of a tie, the best score is determined by the highest number of hits in the X area of
the target. If necessary, 10‘s, 9‘s..., etc. can be counted to determine the winner. If all the points are the same
the group will be measured for spread.

 If more hits than intended are detected on a target, the best hits are discarded. In each case, the decision to
cancel the points is made by the judges objectively taking into account the actual circumstances.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS AND SECURITY:

 Each participant must comply with the competition regulations and safety rules.
 The participant in the shooting position must follow all the instructions of the referee.
 All participants on the day of the competition from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. must submit their weapons for

technical control and for weighing. Participants in the F/TR class must bring a gun with legs for general
weigh-in.

 After the technical control, the weapon will be marked with a special organizer sticker. Participants who do
not submit their weapon for technical control and do not have a sticker attached to their rifle will not be able
to participate in the competition.

 The referee of the competition may punish the shooters in the shooting position who have violated the
competition regulations: yellow card-warning; green card - the result of the competition is reduced by 2 points.
For a gross violation of the regulations of the competition and/or violation of the requirements of the shooting
safety rules and/or the rules of handling the weapon, as well as for a shot before the command "Load, fire" or
the sound signal, or a shot after the command "STOP Cease fire" or the sound signal, during the competition
the participant is penalized with a red card - disqualified. Attention: the disqualified person is removed from
the competition and his results are 0.



 During the competition, in and outside the shooting area, any optical tracking devices and assistance to
shooters in the shooting area are prohibited. Only shooters in firing positions may have optical sighting
devices.

 Two shooters shooting the same weapon cannot shoot from the same shooting position.
 Ballistic apps connected to meteo stations and other wind strength, direction, etc. detection devices, use is

prohibited.
 Participants under the influence of alcohol or other substances are disqualified.
 All firearms, even unloaded, must be carefully guarded by the shooter and carried in holsters. When the

shooter is not using the weapon, it must be stored in the holster. The weapons of other shooters may not be
touched without the owner's permission. Any attempt by the shooter to use a loaded weapon before the
command "Load, fire" and after the command "STOP cease fire" is aborted, the shooter is removed from
the competition. If shooting is stopped for any reason, the gun must be repaired immediately by opening the
lock of the rifle, placing a special flag in the chamber and not reloading without the referee's permission.

 Shooters must wear headphones or appropriate ear protection at the shooting site. Shooting at non-targets is
prohibited. Shooters may not shoot at other shooters' targets during competition.

 On the firing line, only shooters of the respective firing shift may be in firing positions during firing.
 By participating in the competition, participants declare that they are familiar with the rules of safe handling

of weapons and take full responsibility for their actions in the event of an accident.
 All shooters participating in competition must familiarize themselves with these rules and undertake to

comply with them. Any behavior by a shooter deemed dangerous by the referee may be terminated and the
shooter removed from the competition without separate warning. If the referee notices that the shooter is
trying to intentionally harm other competitors or otherwise behaves in an unsportsmanlike manner, he can
disqualify him.

PARTICIPATION:

 It is possible for the same shooter to compete in two different classes with different weapons. To start in
different shooting classes, you must register for each shooting class separately.

 Participants of the F/TR shooting class, whose weight of weapons with legs and other accessories attached
to the weapon will not meet the requirements specified in the regulation, will be able to participate in F/OPEN
shooting class competitions.

AWARDS:

SNIPER:

Participants who win 1-3 places in each distance are awarded with medals.
Participants who won 1-3 places in the general standings are awarded with cups.

SNIPER OPEN:

Participants who win 1-3 places in each distance are awarded with medals.
Participants who won 1-3 places in the general standings are awarded with cups.

F/TR:
Participants who win 1-3 places in each distance are awarded with medals.
Participants who won 1-3 places in the general standings are awarded with cups.

F/OPEN:
Participants who win 1-3 places in each distance are awarded with medals.
Participants who won 1-3 places in the general standings are awarded with cups.

F/TR PRO:

Participants who win 1-3 places in each distance are awarded with medals.
Participants who won 1-3 places in the general standings are awarded with cups.

F/OPEN PRO:

Participants who win 1-3 places in each distance are awarded with medals.
Participants who won 1-3 places in the general standings are awarded with cups.



ALL PARTICIPANTS WILL BE SERVED WITH A HOT DISH.

THE ORGANIZERS RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE THE REGULATIONS AND PROCEDURES
OF THE COMPETITION.

Phone for inquiries: Andrius (LT, ENG, RU) info@1shot.lt or tel. +370 652 43634; Nerijus (LT, ENG, RU)
info@vollit.lt or tel. +370 672 36009


